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While the COVID-19 pandemic has had a significant impact on the luxury industry, the sector has quickly bounced
back.

The world's top 100 luxury retailers not only surpassed their pre-pandemic revenues by $24 billion in 2021 but last
year, the overall luxury industry, goods and experiences included, grew by around 20 percent.

As a result of the pandemic's severe restrictions on everyday life, a new trend has emerged: revenge buying.

This trend, which is particularly prominent in China, sees consumers indulging in the purchase of luxury goods and
services as a form of escapism and self-indulgence, with the first signs visible at the reopening of Herms' flagship
store in Guangzhou, which generated an estimated $2.7 million in sales in a single day.

Now that China has lifted the remaining COVID restrictions and reopened its borders, we may see another wave of
revenge buying drive global luxury sales, and influencers will be in the driver's seat.

Influencers play a leading role in guiding purchasing decisions in Asia, with more than 80 percent of consumers
likelier to buy a product if it has been recommended by a social media influencer and 90 percent-plus consumers in
China and India following influencers, with Malaysia and South Korea not far behind.

By partnering with influencers who can successfully leverage strategies and content that resonate with local
communities, forward-looking brands can grow their influence in Asia Pacific and capitalize on the revenge buying
trend.

According to data from WeArisma, January and February this year saw a 925 percent increase in revenge buying
mentions and a 2,102 percent increase in engagements on social media in China compared to the same months last
year, indicating that the trend is growing.

How can brands work with influencers to drive sales and desirability in APAC?
To meet new customer demands and increase their share of voice, luxury brands need to refine their value
propositions and deploy omnichannel digital strategies to attract the younger generations Gen Y, Z and Alpha, who
are set to become the largest buyers of luxury goods, driving 80 percent of global purchases by 2030.

The pandemic has accelerated the trend of online shopping for luxury products, with the number of global online
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The pandemic has accelerated the trend of online shopping for luxury products, with the number of global online
purchases in 2021 doubling compared to the 2019 levels, and boosted the influencer economy, providing brands
with opportunities to engage in impactful influencer partnerships.

The recent lifting of COVID restrictions in China uncovered new opportunities for brands to fuse online and offline
marketing activations.

Inviting the right influencers to local store openings, exclusive local and international influencer events and fashion
shows can not only drive engagement but also grow brand exposure and desirability.

Dior, Loewe and Chanel achieved the highes t media value through partnerships  with A-lis t celebrities  and macro influencers , with Dior's  success
also driven by extens ive press  coverage, per WeArisma's  Digital Influence 100 report. Image credit: WeArisma

A good example is the luxury brand Loewe inviting influencer Taylor Wang to experience its collection up close
after the Paris Fashion Week show.

WeArisma's Paris Fashion Week 2023 report shows that his T ikTok capture of the experience generated an
impressive engagement rate of 1,534.4 percent and a media value of $1.5 million for the brand. Media value is
WeArisma's assessment of the potential investment required for an advertiser to generate equivalent impact

Brand ambassadorships and partnerships with local celebrities can not only amplify brands' reach within the APAC
markets, but also facilitate entry into specific niches or fields not previously associated with the brand.

When a famous local personality wears a particular brand, it can become a hot topic in the press, helping brands
increase their share of voice in crowded marketplaces.

The Paris Fashion Week 2023 report demonstrates how the magazine W Korea's Instagram post about the arrival of
South Korean celebrities and Chanel brand ambassadors Park Seo Joon and Jennie Kim to the Chanel shows
generated a media value of $384,100 and 347,900 engagements for Chanel.

Driving luxury sales through live stream shopping
In the Asia-Pacific region, social commerce and live stream shopping have emerged as effective performance
marketing channels.

In contrast to the West, where authenticity, differentiation and individualism are key to influencer success,
consumers in APAC, particularly Asia, are more comfortable with influencers openly promoting brands and
products.

Many influencers have successfully started to leverage live streaming as part of their sales skill set, with live stream
ecommerce in China, driving more than $514 billion in 2022 and more than 17 percent-plus of all ecommerce sales.

The focus on entertainment and product demonstrations enables influencers to create different types of content to
cater to various buyer journeys.

Existing digital infrastructure around payment and social commerce also plays a key role in facilitating this change
in purchasing behavior.

Consumers in APAC, especially in China, are comfortable using social platforms to buy products, and the practice
has gained widespread acceptance across many markets and user groups.

This provides international and Chinese luxury brands with opportunities to partner with local influencers who have
very specific sales expertise, and can engage with their communities and drive sales in real time.

Livestreaming can not only help brands drive sales in the APAC region, but also serve as an inspiration to the West,
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Livestreaming can not only help brands drive sales in the APAC region, but also serve as an inspiration to the West,
where live stream shopping has not yet been embraced.

While livestreams and other types of influencer collaborations can help brands increase influence and sales in
APAC, they should not be entered into lightly.

BRANDS NEED TO ENSURE that the influencers with whom they are partnering resonate with their brand values to
protect their reputation.

Moreover, it is  essential for marketers and advertisers to verify that influencers have driven strong historical
performance and that these partnerships will provide clear access to the desired audiences and verticals and drive
positive brand sentiment.

Jenny Tsai is founder/CEO of WeArisma, a London-based influencer data and analytics provider helping brands
measure and optimize influencer marketing ROI.
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